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Background

• Both the diesel gate and the ever-stricter EU emission standards prompted the German automotive industry in
particular to rethink vehicle production and promote e-mobility
• Linking the views of the working methods of the IT environment with the technical environment
• The introduction of agile working and the expansion of information and communication technology in the technical
environment was seen by many companies as a done deal for working with virtual teams
• The COVID-19 situation has made us aware of the extent of insufficient digitization in Germany and the necessity of
virtual work
• In addition, many leaders felt overwhelmed with the virtual leadership of a team
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• Transformation of the Tuckman and Jensen model into the Group
Development lifecycle
• Extension of the individual lifecycle stages with five critical success
factors
• Each individual stage of the final model is analysed to discover
which influences team building or leading the most.
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Research objectives

1. To review existing literature on e-leadership and virtual teams and develop a provisional conceptual framework
(PCF) for the analysis of e-leadership in the automotive industry.
2. To perform an analysis of the extant literature to identify critical success factors for the e-leadership of virtual
teams in the automotive industry.
3. To develop, apply and evaluate a new operational model for the e-leadership of virtual teams that minimise
personal contact and optimise project outcomes in the automotive industry.
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• CSFs emerged from the literature review
• The focus of the CSFs was increasingly placed on team
building and leading
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• The CSFs cover each stage of the V-CORPS model
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Critical Success Factors (CSFs)

• CSFs impact each of the team building and leading stage
• Team building stage one and two are important
• Team leading is the most measurable stage
• Combination of CSFs with team building and leading stages
results in the V-CORPS model
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Progress to date

• The literature review has been completed
• The provisional conceptual framework is built
• The methodology and design of the research has been defined
• The empirical study is 80% complete, and will be completed by the
middle of November 2020
• PhD will be finished by November 2021

Conclusion

• V-CORPS model will be a guide for virtual team building and leading in the
automotive industry
• V-CORPS model improves the understanding in the automotive sector about
the importance of the team building stages
• V-CORPS model can be used across the full project life-cycle
• V-CORPS model will show that good team development results in good
project performance

